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Key to being successful at A level Art is an ability to handle materials experimentally and confidently, and 
to be able to observe the world around us with curiosity.  Drawing, therefore, will form an important core 
of your activities on your A level Art course.  In order to help you start the course in September we would 
like you to produce the following piece of work during the summer vacation: An A1 drawing from 
observation 
 
Use black and white materials – soft pencils, graphite sticks, inks, white oil bar, charcoal, white acrylic 
paint.  You should think about combining and layering different materials. 
 
Begin by making some small drawings and sketches in which you should concentrate on line, tone, texture, 
structure, composition, viewpoint and material combinations.  Look also at the potential of using a 
rubber or metal palette knife to scrape back the surface. 
 
Having made your studies FROM OBSERVATION (spend at least 1 day) doing your small sketches: make 
your A1 drawing on thick cartridge paper, heavy watercolour paper or card.  Spend at least 12 hours on 
your drawing. 
 
Base your drawing on the following: 
 
The contents of a cupboard – concentrate on form, light and dark spaces, shape and the relationships 
created by what you observe. 
 
FOR EXAMPLE 
 

 In the kitchen – pots, pans, crockery, kitchen equipment; 

 Under the stairs – cleaning equipment, vacuum cleaner tools, sports equipment, shoes; 

 In the bathroom – bottles, toothbrushes, tubes, mirrors etc; 

 In the bedroom – wardrobe of clothes, shoes, suitcase, chest of drawers; 

 In the garage – tools, junk, car, decorating equipment, bicycle, ladders. 
 
If it is possible to create a good directional light source to give depth to your chosen subject, do so.  
Working from photographs of any kind is strictly prohibited.  A rushed A1 drawing done on the last couple 
of days of the holiday is strictly unacceptable. 
 
What is your commitment to being an outstanding, engaged and curious Art student? 
 
We look forward to seeing your drawings in your first Art lesson in September. 

 


